WORLD STATISTICS DAY
OPEN HOUSE DAY IN PROVINCIAL OFFICES

Presentation

The National Statistical Institute (INE) has embraced the United Nations initiative to celebrate, for the first time, the World Statistics Day that will take place next 20th October 2010.

During this world day, INE Provincial Offices will celebrate an Open House Day which will be addressed to high school students with the aim of bringing closer the official statistical world to the educational community.

This open day will be devoted to show all activities carried out by the INE for the society such us how statistical operations are developed and the role of the Provincial Offices within this Organization. Moreover, possibilities of the use of the information produced by INE will be analysed.

Dissemination

Taking advantage of the communication that INE maintains annually with High Schools (about 9,000) to provide them with our publication “Spain in figures”, INE has informed the Directors of these education Centres about this Initiative.

This information is also available in our website, through which requests may be made.

Date of the visits

Visits will take place on the 20th October 2010.

Later visits might be organized depending of the number of requests.

Organization

Groups will be of approximately 20 students and they will be accompanied by a teacher. The session will last around one hour.

Audiovisual material about the INE activity will be displayed. There will be an explanatory talk as well as the possibility to visit the office and learn about all the different tasks carried out in the different departments. Moreover, teachers and students will have the opportunity to make any statistical data research that might be of their interest.
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